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Introduction & Structure

Evidence based policy (& legislation) – what it is and why 
its important

Evidence for parliamentarians – why is this important and 
what does it mean for parliamentary research

Pre-legislative scrutiny (PLS) & the formal legislation 
process – providing an evidential link for parliamentarians

The PLS ‘traffic light’ model - informing Members in the 
formal legislative process

Impacts and value – an evidential aid for Member’s 
scrutiny of policy and legislation



 The era of evidence-based policy (and legislation)?

 Policy based evidence and solutionism!

 But…what counts as evidence?

 Is a policy problem really the policy problem?

 Is there evidence available to provide insight to a policy 
problem?
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Evidence based policy (& legislation) –
what is it and why its important?



 Members understanding of evidence is broad and differs from that of 
researchers

 All sources of ‘evidence’ for Members are valid

 The challenge for parliamentary researchers is providing the best 
possible, balanced and robust ‘evidence’ amid all the other evidence

 The key is the provision of policy relevant knowledge 4

Evidence for parliamentarians – why is this 
important and what does it mean for parliamentary 
research?



PLS
 Refers to scrutiny of draft legislation by parliamentary committees
 Parliamentary Committee issues report to the relevant Minister
 PLS reports contain recommendations for consideration in the 

formal drafting of the Bill

Process of PLS
 May include hearing ‘evidence’ from stakeholders and experts
 Evidence heard at hearings/through submissions informs the 

recommendations of Committee’s PLS report
 Oireachtas Library and Research Service (L&RS) may provide 

analytic assistance to Committee in its scrutiny of draft Bills
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Pre-legislative scrutiny (PLS) & the formal 
legislation process – providing an evidential insight 
for parliamentarians



 L&RS asks Government Department extent to which Committee PLS 
recommendations are fully, partially or not reflected in the Bill

 Government Department use L&RS template to input their responses
 Government responses are assessed by relevant researchers to gauge the 

extent to which each recommendation is reflected in the Bill
 For each recommendation, the L&RS assign a ‘traffic light’ colour, which is 

subsequently included in the L&RS Bill Digest for the full ‘Second Stage’ 
debate: e.g. 
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The PLS ‘traffic light’ model - informing 
Members in the formal legislative process
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The PLS ‘traffic light’ model



Impacts
 Members often go straight to PLS ‘traffic light’ section of Bill Digest in 

debates
 Member of the relevant Committee are particularly interested
 Where many recommendations of the Committee are not included, 

Members pose questions as to why to the Minister

Value
 Links legislation and policy oversight to evidence informed earlier 

parliamentary deliberations
 Reflects Committee’s recommendation, which reflect evidence provided
 Improve the evidenced based policy aspects of Member’s scrutiny role
 Links pre and post legislative/policy scrutiny with evidence
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Impacts and value – an evidential aid for 
Member’s scrutiny of policy and legislation
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Thank you for listening - Questions and 
Answers
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